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Projects in the field of SALW and Conventional Ammunition
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WHY??

**Infrastructure - Poor Storage Conditions**

- Storage Sites didn't meet international standards.
- Security Infrastructure was not designed to deter, detect, and prevent unauthorized access /deliberate intrusion.

**Insufficient Safety and Security**

- Ammunition was older than 20 years, instable.
- Ammunition and Weapons were subject to theft, proliferation, misuse.
- Physical Security and Stockpile Management (PSSM) standards were poor.

*All this could pose a risk to life.*
Projects – Objectives

To upgrade security infrastructure at 4 prospective storage sites plus TROM – Doboj

To meet international security standards

- reducing the risk of casualties and illegal proliferation
- improving Physical Security and Stockpile Management
Security Upgrade of BiH Ammunition & Weapons Storage Sites
(SECUP BiH - Results 2013-16)
Targeting?

Four (4) “Prospective” Storage Sites

- WSS  Rabic near Derventa
- WSS  Teufik Buza near Visoko
- ASS  Kula 1 near Mrkonjic Grad
- ASS  Krupa near Pazaric/Hadzici

* ASS = Ammunition Storage Site
* WSS = Weapon Storage Site

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
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SECUP BiH – Technical Data

• **Partners:**

  - OSCE
  - Ministry of Defense

• **History:** BiH Request March 2011, OSCE-survey June 2011

• **Project Proposal** 01 Dec 2011 // expansions: Nov 2012; Dec 13; May 14; Oct 2015; July 2016

• **Donors:**

  - [Denmark](#)
  - [Poland](#)
  - [Germany](#)
  - [UK](#)
  - [Liechtenstein](#)
  - [Norway](#)
  - [Switzerland](#)
  - [Turkey](#)

• **Start:** 01 Dec 13

• **End:** 31 Dec 16

• **Budget:** EUR 1,53 Million
2014 (Phase II) Installation of Basic Security Infrastructure (Fences, Gates, Barriers, etc.)
(pursuant Project Proposal 07 Nov 2012)

2015 (Phase III) Installation of IDS at Ammo-Sites and Fences around SALW-Buildings
(pursuant Project Proposal 13 May 2014)

2016 (Phase III) Perimeter Fences, Garages,
(pursuant Project Proposal 23 Oct 2015)

2016 (Phase III) Street Lights, Extra Camera,
(Warranty, Spare Parts)
(pursuant Project Proposal 28 Jul 2016)
Achievements / Results of SECUP

Basic Security Infrastructure / IDS-Equipment

2014: 1.300 m Fence / 14 Gates / 12 Locks / 5 Barriers / 558 Signs

2015: 2x IDS-Packages / 112 Cameras, 31,000 m Cables, 7 TV,…

2016: 7,800 m Fence, 2 Gates / 2 Garages / (Audit) …

2016: Street Lights, additional 2 year Warranty, Spare Parts, Extra Camera

TOTAL approx.: 9,000 m Fence / 16 Gates / 5 Barriers / 113 Cameras / 31 km Cables etc.
2 Garages / Operators Training / 43 Street Lights / = 1,53 Million €
Installation of Components of the IDS-Package:
Significant Perimeter Fencing
SECUP BiH – Results / Effects

The completion of the Project has resulted in four storage sites (two for ammunition and two for weapons),

has ultimately led to a safer and more secure environment for the citizens and soldiers of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
BiH MoD
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Safety and Security Upgrade of BiH Ammunition & Weapons Storage Sites Project (SAFE-UP)
BACKGROUND

- SECUP BiH Project (2013-2016)
- Assessment of the situation on Life Cycle Management of SALW & CA in BiH AF
1. Establishing a Laboratory for the chemical and thermal analysis of ammunition at TROM Doboj

2. Providing Fire Protection and Fire Fighting Equipment for up to 6 Sites

3. Installing an Intruder Detection System - Package at ASS Kula II

4. Support sustainability for IDS in ASS Krupa and ASS Kula in 2018 and 2019
4 Storage Sites

1. WSS Rabic near Derventa
2. WSS Teufik Buza near Visoko
3. ASS Kula I near Mrkonjic Grad
4. ASS Krupa near Pazaric/Hadzici
5. plus Delaboration Facility TROM at Doboj

SS = Ammunition Storage Site // * WSS = Weapon Storage Site

SAFE-UP BiH
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SAFE – UP adjustment

- Support increasing capacities and sustainability of Ammo Laboratory in TROM Doboj (training facilities, equipment and materials for testing of ammunition)
- Installation of street light in ASSs Kula II, Kula I and WSS Rabic
- Support of increasing Fire Prevention/ Fire Fighting capacity at perspective weapons and ammunition storage sites and TROM Doboj
- Construction of hydrant system in TROM Doboj.
- Support sustainability of project results, training of IDS operators and support maintenance and repair of IDS package in ASS Krupa and Kula
- Upgrading of two (2) garages built as part of SECUP BiH project
- Installation of new fence in TROM Doboj
- Construction of two observation towers in ASS Kula
SAFE-UP Budget

- **Start:** 01 Jan 2017
- **End:** 2019
- **Estimated Budget:** EUR 1,66 Million
- **Budget gap:** EUR 386,610
- **Donors:** Austria, BiH, Czech Republic, Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Lichtenstein, Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia, Swiss, Turkey
Laboratory for the chemical and thermal analysis of ammunition
SAFE-UP next steps

- Support increasing capacities and sustainability of Ammo Laboratory in TROM Doboj
- Support of increasing Fire Prevention/ Fire Fighting capacity at perspective weapons and ammunition storage sites and TROM Doboj - 2019
- Training of BiH AF experts in management of IDS – November 2018
- Upgrading of 3th observation tower in ASS Krupa – by end 2018
- Support sustainability (maintenance and repair) of IDS package ASS Krupa and Kula for 2018 – 2019
- Installation of IDS in ASS Kula II – by November 2018
- Construction of Hydrant system in TROM Doboj – by May 2019
- Installation of street light in ASSs Kula II – by end of 2018
- Upgrading of two (2) garages built as part of SECUP BiH project – by end of 2018
Cooperation

The SAFE-UP BiH Project implementation partners:

- OSCE Mission to BiH, management and implementation
- BiH MoD, AF BiH, contribution to implementation and beneficiaries
- EUFOR “ALTHEA”, expertise and training (e.g. the EUFOR Mobile Training Teams).
CONCLUSIONS

- SAFE-UP project proposal has been adjusted, according of requests from BiH MoD and international expertise
- SAFE-UP project implementation is going according of plan
- Funds for 2018 is enough for all planned activities in project
- Cooperation between BiH MoD and OSCE is on level that allow to implement project activities according of plan
Thank for Your attention
Questions?